
2-day deep dive conference for digital and IT leaders on the future
of no-code, workflow automation and customer engagement



CREATIO
AWARDS



IMPACT AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING TRANSFORMATION 

WITH NO-CODE

NOMINATION





Netivei Israel has successfully 
launched 3,000 users across 

multiple governmental 
institutions and deployed a 

country-wide no-code project 
to manage complex 

infrastructure projects with 
$10B annual funding.





GLOBAL AWARD
FOR DRIVING CHANGE 

IN 27 COUNTRIES WITH CREATIO

NOMINATION





Vetoquinol has launched a 
series of business-critical 
CRM use cases for animal 

pharma in 27 countries 
around the globe, 

maintaining an efficient 
coordination program 
between the offices. 



OUTCOMES AWARD
FOR SHOWING STRONG RESULTS 

AROUND THE GLOBE

NOMINATION





BNI has successfully deployed 
Creatio across multiple global 

geographies and 
demonstrated mind-blowing 

lead conversion improvement 
that resulted in overall 
business growth and 

expansion.



OUTSTANDING 
GROWTH

NOMINATION





Within just a few quarters after 
joining Creatio’s partner network, 

H&CO has demonstrated 
outstanding progress in building a 

strong book of joint business in 
the LATAM region



OUTSTANDING 
CUSTOMER SUCCESS

NOMINATION





With a constant focus on 
delivering remarkable customer 
success and established genuine 
care practices, Collier Pickard has 
achieved impressive results with 

customer retention and expansion.   



OUTSTANDING 
ENGINEERING SKILLS

NOMINATION





Banza IT employs 200 
Creatio-certified experts and 

has been continuously 
demonstrating the ability to 
deliver complex enterprise 

solutions with excellent 
engineering approach



OUTSTANDING 
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT 

SKILLS

NOMINATION





Errevi system has shown 
incredible progress in building 
a healthy pipeline and closing 

a number of significant 
opportunities while 

developing the market of 
South Europe



OUTSTANDING 
IMPLEMENTATION SKILLS

NOMINATION





With the focus on the market of 
Portugal, ImDigital has shown the 

ability to compress deployment 
cycles, exceed customer 

expectations with the solution, and 
maintain a high level of customer 

retention and expansion.



PHENOMENAL 
DEDICATION

NOMINATION





Throughout multiple years, Process 
First has been demonstrating a 
strong commitment to growing 

joint business in France and 
making customers extremely 

successful, resulting in the ongoing 
flow of new customers and rapid 

expansion of existing ones.  



PARTNER 
OF THE YEAR

NOMINATION





Solutions Metrix has been 
delivering an unseen level of 

dedication and focus on growing 
joint business in North America. 
The Company has demonstrated 

network-leading growth, a 
constant focus on customer 
success and an aggressive 

approach towards go-to-market.



Thank you!
1 617 765 7997
info@creatio.com
www.creatio.com

280 Summer St, 
6th floor, Boston,
MA 02210
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